
Mr. Johnston’s Distance Learning Expectations for PE 8, PE 9, 

Weightlifting, and Health 10. 

The following information is a basic overview of what my classes will look like as we strive to 

provide our students a valuable educational experience via distant learning. Because this is a 

learning experience for us all, I am sure some adjustments will have to be made along the way 

as we as a school learns what works best for us and the students.  There will be more detailed 

information that will be shared with students as we get closer to the Distant Learning starting 

point of March 30th. 

I will be utilizing google classroom as my primary platform to distribute information and receive 

work to/from the students for all my classes.  

 

Activity Classes (PE 8, PE 9, and Weightlifting) – My activity classes are going to be responsible 

for committing at least 15-20 minutes a day to a structured physical activity routine.  Some 

classes will be provided some flexibility and will be allowed to use other activities like running, 

basketball, roller blading, riding bike, yoga etc. The students will be responsible for journaling 

about each daily activity and turning that weekly journal in every Friday.  I debated distributing 

a formatted journal to the students, but I believe it will be easier for them to just create their 

own format.  I will be giving details about what is expected in their journals via a video before 

the first week of distant learning.  This video will also include how to utilize the website 

Darebee.com to access all kinds of body resistance training programs. Students are also allowed 

to use any other resource they find to be useful like youtube or fitness apps to find certain 

activities they may enjoy doing.  Attendance will be taken daily by me simply sending you a 

google form onto your classroom.   It will be something that just asks you to take a quick 

second to let me know you are checking into your classroom daily. 

 

PE 8 – The fourth quarter puts the 8th grade class back into PE class so our focus during our distance 
learning is going to be about getting the students some activity during each day.  I am planning on giving 
the 8th graders some structure but also allowing for a little bit of freedom to pick some of their own 
activities.  Each week, I will send the students some examples of body workouts from Darebee.com.  The 
students will not need any type of equipment to complete these activities at home.  I am planning on 
having them complete 3 of these a week and then allow them to choose their activities for the other 
two days.  The students will be required to journal each of their daily activities and share their weekly 
journal to me on google classroom each Friday.  I will be giving directions for my expectation of their 
journal entries to them via google classroom early next week. 

 

PE 9 – The 9th graders were supposed to spend their 4 quarter in the weight room completing a fitness 
program that was set up for them.  We finished the 3rd quarter discussing the components and concepts 



of setting up a fitness program and how to design one.  My thoughts for our distance learning for this 
class is to build off that unit and have the students responsible for setting up their own weekly schedule. 
They would plan out their weekly schedule and then complete a daily journal for each activity.  The 
students would be required to share their weekly journal to me on google classroom each Friday.  I will 
be giving directions for my expectation of their journal entries to them via google classroom early next 
week. 

 

Weightlifting Class – The weightlifting class was supposed to have set up their own workout plan for the 
4th quarter to complete.  I would like to continue with that concept but make some adjustments since 
each student will most like not have access to any equipment.  I would like the students to set up 
various bodyweight, HIIT workouts, and stretching routines to finish out their year.  Their focus should 
be more on resistance activities that can replace weights vs aerobic activities like running.  They would 
plan out their weekly schedule and then complete a daily journal for each activity.  The students would 
be required to share their weekly journal to me on google classroom each Friday.  I will be giving 
directions for my expectation of their journal entries to them via google classroom early next week. 

10th Grade Health - I do not see a lot of changes to health class since we have used Google classroom to 
do some of our work in the past and students are familiar with it.  I am planning on using google 
classroom as our main platform while utilizing certain extensions like Parlay, Edpuzzle, and Google 
Forms. These extensions will allow me to reach students on a daily basis to distribute assignments, 
google slides presentations, mini-lectures, and video assessments. The biggest change might be in our 
assessments as I am looking into using google forms to issue out the tests and quizzes.  They will be 
scheduled for certain dates and have a timeframe students will have to complete them in.  If they are 
unable to complete it in the scheduled timeframe, the student will need to contact me via e-mail to give 
a valid explanation.  Depending on time, we are scheduled to finish our substance abuse unit and then 
will look at doing a short CPR and Nutrition Unit. 

 

Late Work 

This new style of learning is really going to put a large amount of responsibility on the students 
to manage their time wisely.  If you chose to not complete your assigned work by the schedule time, 
your grade will be affected. The high school has adopted a “late work” policy that reduces a student’s 
score by 25% if an assignment or test is turned in late.  If an assignment or test is more than two days 
late, the student will receive only 50% of the score earned.  If the assignment is not turned in by the end 
of the quarter, a score of “zero” will be entered in the grade book. 

 

I understand that this transition in our education is going to take a little adjustment from everyone, 
including myself. I hope to make this transition as easy as possible, but if you have any questions, do not 
hesitate to e-mail me at chad.johnston@minneotaschools.org. 


